ABSTRACT

With the recent explosive growth of the number of videos on the Web, it becomes more important to facilitate users’ demand for locating their preferred event clips in the lengthy and voluminous programs. Although there has been a great deal of study on generic event detection in recent years, the performance of existing approaches is still far from satisfactory. In this paper, we propose an integrated framework for general event detection. The key idea is that we utilize the synchronous comments to segment the video into clips with semantic text analysis, while taking into account the relationship between the users who write the comments. By borrowing the power of “the wisdom of crowds”, we experimentally demonstrate that our approach can effectively detect video events.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3[Information search and retrieval]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Detecting video event effectively is an important issue. Suppose you are looking for some video clips on the event of “miner rescue” (e.g., Fig. 1). You can query the event labels on a web video search engine like Google or YouTube. Unfortunately, the returned videos, although related, are most likely lengthy and contain many uninteresting parts. This will waste your time not only to view, but also to download the data. A reasonable solution is that the programs are segmented into different event clips with semantic labels, then the most similar ones are returned.

Extensive efforts have been devoted to detecting the semantic events, in which most are based on visual features (e.g., color, shape, and motion). Some other features are incorporated later on, such as audio and texture. However, all of these efforts face a challenge that how to bridge the so-called “semantic gap” between the high level and low level features.

To address this issue, closed caption [3] and webcast text have been introduced [8]. While these high level features provide useful information for semantic understanding, there are still several limitations. First, only a small proportion of videos have close caption or webcast, which are mainly in news and sports domains. Second and most important, these features only reflect the perspective of the announcer or the participants in the video.

Inspired by the idea of “the wisdom of crowds” [6], we realize that if multi-viewers can annotate the videos just like what ESP game [7] did, the performance of event detection would be probably improved. Fortunately, there are several video sharing websites (e.g., Ustream [2]) that provide live stream broadcasting and enable viewers, most of whom are Twitter and Facebook users, to comment synchronously.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that proposes a general framework taking into account both the synchronous comments and the social network users, to facilitate video event detection. A novel approach is proposed to detect the events. The comments are first grouped into event clusters, taking into account the timestamp, the similarity between words, and the user friendship. Then the videos are segmented accordingly based on the aligned clusters. Preliminary experiments demonstrate that our method can detect semantic events effectively.

2. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The framework of our proposed strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are three major parts involved with this system: 1) video, synchronous comment, and user information collection; 2) text event detection; and 3) event clip archive.

2.1 Video, Synchronous Comment, and User Information Collection

We collect raw videos with their synchronous comments from major video sharing websites (i.e., Ustream). Preprocessing on the comments is conducted and consists of several steps, such as stop word removal, word tagging, and stemming1. The friendship information of a user is obtained by traversing the graphs of major social networks (i.e., Twitter and Facebook), starting from the node of the user and walking n-hop (i.e., 1-hop) to find her friends.

2.2 Text Event Detection

1The task is implemented by the Mecab toolkit [1].
In order to detect video events, we utilize the synchronous comments with regard to three aspects: time lap, similarity between words, and user friendship. Since the effect of time lap is straightforward, that two comments tend to be talking about the same event if their time lap is small, we focus on the remaining two issues: 1) measure of similarity between comments; and 2) how user friendship contributes to grouping comments into event clusters.

Intuitively, the solution for the first issue is to employ a standard vector space model with term weights (e.g., tf-idf). However, the drawback of traditional statistical model is that the semantic meaning of word is ignored. To address this problem, we can aggregate synonymous words defined by external sources (e.g., WordNet) to form a new vector space. Although more elaborate techniques (e.g., synonymous words defined by external sources (e.g., WordNet) to form a new vector space. Although more elaborate techniques (e.g., synonymous words defined by external sources (e.g., WordNet) to form a new vector space.

We realize that the user friendship is a typical feature in this scenario. Two users being friends in social network indicates that if they post comments on a single video, the comments tend to be talking about the same event.

We take the above three factors into consideration by forming them appropriately. In brief, the similarity of comments is defined as: $\text{Sim}(c_i, c_j) = \alpha e^{-|t_i - t_j|} + \beta \cos(v_i, v_j) + \gamma \cdot \text{Score}(u_i, u_j)$, where $\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1$. A text event is consequently detected with regard to the aligned boundary comments, whose similarity is greater than a specific threshold.

2.3 Event Clip Archive

Given the aligned text event, videos can be segmented based on the method in [5]. In addition, we need to archive these clips with index. The reason is that for real applications such as the example aforementioned, efficient label matching strategy is necessary. This task is similar to the traditional issue on document search, where inverted list [9] is commonly used. A similar structure is constructed, with each element in the list storing not only the video ID, but also the starting and ending timestamps of the correspond-
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